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The STarS are IN auSTrIa.
we juST have To reach for Them.
As a basis for further developing the
national space community, the Austrian
Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation
and Technology (BMVIT) commissioned a
survey of the Austrian space industry and
space research in 2011. 114 organisations
active in the space sector were identified.
77 profiles of Austrian companies and
research institutes, their research areas,
competencies, products and services are
presented in this brochure and on the
website www.spacetechnology.at with the
goal to increase the international visibility
of Austrian space industry and research
and to support networking of national and
international players.
The Austrian Federal Ministry for
Transport, Innovation and Technology
invites all Austrian companies and research
institutes involved in space to register and
present themselves on
www.spacetechnology.at.

Preface

The first human in space 50 years ago, the first human on the Moon, live images of
our planet, spectacular photos of Mars and other galaxies: space was and still is at the
centre of many visionary ideas.
Meanwhile, space technologies have undoubtedly become key enabling technologies
of the 21st century. Everyday life relies on satellite-based infrastructure, making
telecommunication, navigation and Earth observation possible. At the same time,
space technologies help us better understand and address the key challenges faced by
humankind, such as global warming and natural catastrophes.
In Austria space science has a long tradition. In 1969 the first experimental appliances
were sent to space. Since then research has been complemented by commercial
activities. Austria’s accession to the European Space Agency (ESA) 1987 not only helped
intensify scientific cooperation in exploring the solar and Earth systems, it also paved
the way for Austrian companies. Due to their outstanding competences they were
selected as suppliers of sensors and critical elements of satellites and launchers.
Today the spectrum of space technologies made in Austria covers a very wide range.
The excellent standard of research, products and services has been made possible not
least through the Austrian space programme (ASAP). ASAP was established to support
the competitiveness of the Austrian space community within international programmes,
such as those run by ESA. The Aeronautics and Space Agency (ALR) and the Association
of the Austrian Space Industry (Austrospace) actively support organisations wishing
to cooperate with ESA, NASA, and e.g. French, German, Russian, Chinese, Indian and
Japanese space agencies and companies.
The excellence of the Austrian space community is an asset for shaping the future with
today’s innovation.

Doris Bures
federal minister for transport, Innovation and technology

every day of my lIfe IS a day oN earTh
aNd IN The uNIverSe. IT'S good To kNow ThaT
my SuPPorT comeS from far, far away –
aNd auSTrIaN TechNology helPS make IT haPPeN !
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AustriAn spAce
inDustry AnD
reseArch
www.spacetechnology.at
Access up-to-date information on
competences of Austrian space
companies and research institutes,
their products, facilities and areas
of research.

114 Austrian companies or research institutes with a focus on
technology are active in the space sector, according to the study
“Ö-space – Austrian space industry and research: Database of Market
participants” (Brimatech services 2011).
Austrian competences, and thus important fields of research, traditionally lie in
the fields of satellite-based applications (remote sensing, navigation, satellite
communication), spacecraft and carrier systems (e.g. mechanics, lightweight
construction, material research, cryogen technology), instruments and payloads
(e.g. electronic control systems, embedded systems), and sensor systems.
The study entitled “Austria’s Space Industry and Research: Database of Market
Participants,” or “Ö-SPACE” for short, was commissioned by the Austrian Federal
Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology, Division of Innovation/Technology,
and conducted between March 2010 and February 2011.
The full report can be downloaded at
www.bmvit.gv.at/innovation/raumfahrt/studien/index.html

Distribution of Austrian organisations in space technology

21%
16%
43%
59% Industry
20%

41% Research

Very Small (>10 Employees, <2M€ Turnover)

Medium (<250 Employees, <10M€ Turnover)

Small (<50 Employees, <10M€ Turnover)

Large (>250 Employees)
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Key Facts
• 114 Austrian organisations are active in the space sector.
• 934 people work for the Austrian space industry and research community.
• The total volume of the market is 125 M€, consisting of commercial projects and
research funds.
• For about one fifth (21 %) of organisations, the space sector represents their core
business.
• The majority of the companies and research institutions (59%) generate less than
25% of their turnover in the space sector.
• Industry: 15% of the companies (6 organisations) are responsible for 80 % of the
total volume of 71.2 M€.*
• Research: With regard to the research institutes, approximately one fourth of
the organisations (26 %; 6 organisations) account for 79% of the turnover
and/or budget.*
• Technology Transfer: Overall, technologies from almost half of the organisations
(42%) are already being used outside of the space industry and research sector.
The most important sectors here are geodesy, the aerospace sector, the automotive
industry, medical technology, plant engineering, security and the environment.
* These figures refer to those organisations that participated in the survey (n=74).

segment rankings by size Vary Depending on the Approach used

8
14
22

18

17
44
20

Segments by Number of Organisations (multiple mentions)

0.9 M€
5.1 M€
16.7 M€
18.5 M€
18.1 M€

13 M€
14 M€

Segments by Spacetechnology Turnover/Budget

Spacecraft

Satellite-based Services

Launcher and Manned Flight

Space Science

Ground Segment

Other

Instruments and Payloads
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AustrospAce

Association of Austrian Space
Industries
www.austrospace.at

Austrospace, the association of Austrian space industries and research
institutions, is a non-profit organisation focusing on:
• Comprehensive information about Austrian space activities
• Representation of common interests of Austrian suppliers and users
of space technologies vis-à-vis Austrian authorities and international
organisations
The members of Austrospace account for the predominant part of Austrian
contributions to space programmes and cover a broad spectrum of space technologies
and applications in the areas of telecommunications, navigation, Earth observation,
meteorology, space transportation and space science.

Status 2000
New customers since 2001

During the last decade, the Austrian space industry has successfully expanded
the customer network from Europe to the global space market.

Launch space agencies
Countries with
cooperating institutions

Scientific co-operations have been established with all major space agencies worldwide.
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AeronAutics AnD
spAce Agency

the Aeronautics and space Agency (Alr) of FFg (Austrian research
promotion Agency) is the docking station to the international space
world for Austrian science and industry.
www.ffg.at

On behalf of the Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology, the Agency
implements the national space policy and represents Austria on an international level, in
particular in the bodies of the European Space Agency (ESA).
The Agency’s core objectives lie in the international positioning and networking of
Austrian industry, economy and science, and in securing Austria’s competitiveness at
the international level. It is a central contact point for coordination activities in the area
of space and represents Austria in EU bodies, ESA and EUMETSAT.

www.bmvit.gv.at

Importantly, the Aeronautics and Space Agency manages the participation in bilateral
and international aerospace programmes and aims at developing and strengthening the
Austrian aeronautics and space cluster. Education and outreach are also important tasks,
which are fulfilled through special initiatives that aim at fostering children’s interest in
technical and scientific topics via space technology and research.

The auSTrIaN SPace Programme
ASAP (Austrian Space Applications Programme) is managed by the FFG and has been
running since 2002. It is a bottom-up research and development funding programme
in support of and complementary to bilateral and European programmes (ESA and EU)
in the three areas of technology development, space science and application of space
technology. It is aimed at strengthening the position of Austrian industry, promoting
ideal use of space technology and supports international and bilateral cooperation in
space.
For further information, please visit:
www.bmvit.gv.at/innovation/raumfahrt/weltraumprogramm.html

Facts and Figures

the Austrian space Budget 2011: 64 Million euros

• Austrian space budget 2011: 64 M€
• ESA member since 1986
• National space programme ASAP
since 2002

Austria in Fp7-space calls 1–4
• 9 coordinators
• 48 participations in 37 projects
• Requested funding: 11.6 M€

ESA Optional
Programmes
M€ 37.82
ESA Mandatory
Programmes
M€ 16.21
FFG-ALR
M€ 1.80

EUMETSAT
M€ 4.69
National Space
Programme
M€ 4.00

spAce
inDustry
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SPacecrafT

spAce
inDustry
proDucts
AnD serVices

Aerospace & Advanced composites
Böhler edelstahl
cleanroom technology Austria
crosat
dtech Steyr
electrovac
fuchshofer
Global TCAD Solutions
Huber +Suhner
Intales
Kurri
Liquifer
magna Steyr
Pichler & Strobl
RtBv
RuAg Space
Schmechtig
Secar
Siemens Space
tcm International
techcomp
test-fuchs
tttech
x.test
Zoerkler

lauNcher aNd maNNed flIghT
Aerospace & Advanced composites
Andritz
Böhler edelstahl
Böhler Schmiedetechnik
dtech Steyr
fuchshofer
Global TCAD Solutions
Huber +Suhner
Intales
Liquifer
magna Steyr
Orbspace
Pichler & Strobl
RtBv
RuAg Space
Secar
techcomp
test-fuchs
tttech
Zoerkler

grouNd SegmeNT

SaTellITe-BaSed ServIceS

Alpinatec
AWSt
Berner & mattner
Bev
cleanroom technology Austria
crosat
dtech Steyr
Frequentis
fuchshofer
gcs
Huber+Suhner
Kurri
Liquifer
Pamminger
Pichler & Strobl
Schmechtig
Siemens Space
Sistema
teleconsult Austria
test-fuchs
tttech
Weatherpark
x.test
Zoerkler

Airborne Technologies
Berner & mattner
Bev
c&n
creative BItS
crosat
electrovac
enveO
eovision
eOx
Frequentis
fuchshofer
gcs
geomatica
geoville
Global TCAD Solutions
grid-It
Huber+Suhner
Liquifer
Pichler & Strobl
RISc Software
RtBv
Schmechtig
Sistema
teleconsult Austria
Umweltbundesamt
umweltdata
via donau
ZAmg

INSTrumeNTS aNd PayloadS
Aerospace & Advanced composites
Alpinatec
Berner & mattner
crosat
electrovac
fuchshofer
Global TCAD Solutions
Huber+Suhner
Kurri
Liquifer
Pichler & Strobl
RtBv
RuAg Space
Schmechtig
Siemens Space
Sistema
x.test
ZAmg
Zoerkler

SPAce InduStRy
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Satellite-based Services
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production

engineering

•
•
•

Research Institute

aeroSPace &
advaNced
comPoSITeS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Special space related testing devices are:
Outgassing/sublimation up to 600° C
Thermal vacuum chamber up to 1m
Re-entry-test chamber
Vacuum-tribometers
Cold welding and component test rigs
CME testing
Mechanical testing from LHe to 2000° C
incl. acoustic emission and fatigue
• Microstructure analysis with HR-SEM, FIB
and eBSd, ndt
• Production facilities for composites and
functionalisation of nanoparticles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AAC was founded in 2010 as a spin-out from the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
during restructuring. AAC acts as a service provider in the field of application-oriented
research and technology development of materials combining a broad interdisciplinary
catalogue of skills with specialised know-how. AAC offers its services for B2B contracts
as well as assistance for the application of funded projects.

technologies and competences
AAC is active in the development of composites and offers special services for testing of
materials and components. In the area of Polymer Composites, AAC especially focuses
on nano-reinforcement and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). The area Inorganic
Composites covers CMCs, self-lubricating MMCs but also thermo-optical coatings and
functionalised nanoparticles. The “Space Materials testhouse” under ESTEC contract has
been running since 1989, being renewed in 2010 for additional 5 years.

products and services in space
• Space testing services from materials to components
• Self-lubricating composites (development, consulting, testing of bearings and slip
rings)
• Structural Health Monitoring (development of SHM systems)
• Ceramic composites and coatings (thermo-optical)

Aerospace & Advanced composites gmbh
viktor-Kaplan-Straße 2
2700 Wiener neustadt
+43 2622 90550-300
andreas.merstallinger@aac-research.at
www.aac-research.at
Contact: Andreas Merstallinger

SPAce InduStRy
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aIrBorNe
TechNologIeS
Airborne Technologies is a company in the field of remote sensing and the integration
of sensor systems in aircraft. As a service provider in the area of geographic data
processing, remote sensing data from aircraft platforms and satellite platforms is further
processed into information products.

technologies and competences
Competences are found in the areas of processing a great variety of sensor types, such
as multispectral, hyperspectral, and laser radar, for example. Another focus is on the
integration and testing of sensors in aircraft platforms.

products and services in space
• Forest mapping
• Precision farming
• Land cover monitoring

Airborne technologies gmbh
viktor Lang Straße 8
2700 Wiener neustadt
+43 2622 34718
office@airbornetechnologies.at
www.airbornetechnologies.at
Contact: Mario Rathmanner

SPAce InduStRy
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alPINaTec
AlpinaTec is an engineering provider located in Köstendorf near Salzburg (Austria).
AlpinaTec relies on long-lasting experience in the domain of research and development
of space-domain related devices and provides engineering services for customer specific
automation and software systems featuring concept design, mechanical and software
engineering.

technologies and competences
AlpinaTec covers the full development process considering requirements engineering,
product design and development as well as project management. Key products from the
space domain are automation and software solutions for antenna measurement systems
and positioner systems used for satellite measurement applications. Key products from
the automation domain are design and implementation of custom production plants.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

Alpinatec technical products gmbh
enhartingerstraße 20
5203 Köstendorf bei Salzburg
+43 6216 40440
office@alpinatec.at
www.alpinatec.at
Contact: Peter Burger

Mechanical engineering
Software engineering
Groundstation controllers
DUT positioner systems

SPAce InduStRy
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aNdrITz
Publicly listed Andritz Group is a global market leader for customised plants, systems
and services for the hydropower, pulp and paper, steel and other specialised industries.

technologies and competences
In the area of space technology, Andritz develops, engineers and manufactures retaining
rings between the main stage and the solid rocket boosters.

products and services in space
• Engineering and manufacturing of mechanical components

Andritz Ag
Statteggerstraße 18, 8045 Graz
+43 316 6902-2399
viktor.harb@andritz.com
www.andritz.com
Contact: Viktor Harb

SPAce InduStRy
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awST

aNgewaNdTe wISSeNSchafT
SofTware uNd TechNologIe
AWST consists of a dedicated team of IT specialists and scientists with wide-ranging
experience in all areas of the software lifecycle. AWST was founded in 1997 and has its
headquarters in Vienna. Typical AWST projects are tailored to the specific requirements
of the customers.

technologies and competences
AWST specialises in software projects for international organisations. Most projects
have a scientific background, for example in Earth observation, nuclear safeguards
monitoring and seismology. AWST’s competencies range from short term support
engagements to complete development projects.

products and services in space
• Software development from requirements analysis, architectural and detailed design,
implementation, test planning and testing via operations, maintenance and up to
system re-engineering and replacement
• Configuration management, maintenance, operation and data management of
development and test platforms for complex software systems
• Documentation of newly developed or already existing software systems
• Services in the area of system administration and IT consulting

Angewandte Wissenschaft
software und technologie gmbh
Mariahilfer Straße 47/ Stg. 3, 1060 Wien
+43 1 5861314
urban@awst.at
www.awst.at
Contact: Kristine Urban

SPAce InduStRy
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BerNer & maTTNer
Berner & Mattner specialises in the specification, development and testing of electronic
systems. We provide services ranging from consultancy and conceptual design to
software and system development as well as operational testing and systems integration
for the automotive, aerospace, defence, transportation and industrial automation
industries. As an efficient interface between science and industry, we help to realise
demanding missions through high-quality ECSS conformal services. We provide reliable
quality through our integrated Quality Management System according to ISO 9001 and
ISO/IEC 27001:2005.

technologies and competences
Berner & Mattner is a pioneer in model-based technologies and has been an important
development partner to world-wide leading companies for more than 30 years. Through
our consistent model-based engineering approach we can optimise efficiency and
quality for our customer’s software and system development.

products and services in space
• Software development: SW for ground stations, onboard SW, test automation, HMI SW
and frameworks
• Software /system integration & test
• Support of scientific institutes for space related activities
• Consultancy for process optimisation

Berner & Mattner systemtechnik gesmbh
Zieglergasse 3, 1070 Wien
+43 1 585-1861
info@berner-mattner.at
www.berner-mattner.at
Contact: Peter Krall

SPAce InduStRy
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Bev

federal offIce of meTrology
aNd SurveyINg
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
gnSS augmentation system APOS
Austrian Positioning Service (75 reference
stations domestically and abroad)

BEV is a national authority that is subordinate to the Federal Ministry of Economy,
Family and Youth with its scope of duties covering surveying, geoinformation as well
as metrology and verification. Surveying and geoinformation form one part within BEV
which deals with basic surveying, setup and management of the cadastral information
and topographic surveying.

technologies and competences
In accordance with the Survey Act, BEV is responsible for Austrian-wide provision of
foundations for the determination of gravity, height and 3D position information in
national and international reference systems. To provide 3D positions in real time, BEV
operates the GNSS Augmentation Service APOS (Austrian Positioning Service).

products and services in space
• Realisation of the ETRS89 reference system
• Determination of coordinates in real time with cm accuracy for all of Austria
• Monitoring of the stability of regional geological units

Bundesamt für eich- und Vermessungswesen
Schiffamtsgasse 1–3, 1020 Wien
+43 1 21110-3201
norbert.hoeggerl@bev.gv.at
www.bev.gv.at
Contact: Norbert Höggerl

SPAce InduStRy
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Böhler edelSTahl
Böhler Edelstahl is a fully integrated steel mill from the melting and re-melting process
to hot-forming – rolling and forging – including heat treatment up to the finishing
machining and testing. Our focus on research and development in cooperation with
universities and research centres keeps us one step ahead. Böhler Edelstahl is a partner
for the most demanding applications in metallurgy.

technologies and competences
Our unique combination of melting and remelting facilities consists of EAF (Electric
Arc Furnace), AOD (Argon Oxygen Decarburisation), VID (Vacuum Induction
Decarburisation), VIM (Vacuum Induction Melting), P-ESR (Protective/Pressurised
Electroslag Remelting), ESR (Electroslag Remelting) and VAR (Vacuum Arc Remelting).
The Hot Forming aggregates are cogging-, multiline rolling-, rotary forging mill and
forging press.

products and services in space
• Casing turbine pump starter Ariane 5

Böhler edelstahl gmbh & co Kg
Mariazeller Straße 25, 8605 Kapfenberg
+43 3862 207439
hannes.konrad@bohler-edelstahl.at
www.bohler-edelstahl.com
Contact: Hannes Konrad

SPAce InduStRy
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Böhler
SchmIedeTechNIk
Böhler Schmiedetechnik is one of the leading manufacturers of high-quality parts
(mainly die forgings) for aerospace applications, power generation and other high-tech
industries. Die forging (open die forgings) can be produced up to 1200kg with a length
up to 2800mm or a diameter up to 1200mm (discs) in steel, titanium or nickel-base
alloys.

technologies and competences
Computer simulation/modelling are used extensively in the development of the forging
processes. Together with all micro-structural and mechanical product achievements, the
modelling is able to define a stable forging process. A Böhler team is responsible for the
development of jet engine discs as the most critical parts in connection with stability.

products and services in space
• Die forgings
• Forging design
• Computer modelling

Böhler schmiedetechnik gmbh & co Kg
Mariazellerstraße 25, 8605 Kapfenberg
+43 3862 207166
martin.stockinger@bohler-forging.com
www.bohler-forging.com
Contact: Martin Stockinger
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c&N

commuNIcaTIoN & NavIgaTIoN
C&N has worked with the development, production and marketing of GPS and
GSM-based products since 1990. All hardware and software products are the company’s
own inventions and unique in their respective fields of applications. All skills for
independent application and product development are combined in a single company.

technologies and competences
GPS-based products and applications are invented and developed from scratch.
The unique combination of hardware and software development from one source
makes C&N independent of external suppliers.

products and services in space
• TinyBrother GPS
• iGem

coMMunicAtion & nAVigAtion
durisolstraße 7, 4600 Wels
+43 7248 66233
gps@c-n.at
www.c-n.at
Contact: Werner Oberegger
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cleaNroom
TechNology
auSTrIa
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• 40 sqm Operation-Room for R&D and
measurement
• 70 sqm clean room for manufacturing
and assembling

Cleanroom Technology Austria is specialised in high quality equipment and measuring
services within the clean room technology industry. The range of products and services
covers the engineering, manufacturing, assembly, auditing and maintenance of
clean rooms for industry and OR’s for surgical units, clean room components and air
conditioning as well as ventilation plants.

technologies and competences
Engineering, manufacturing and assembling of clean rooms for industry and hospital
units. Applied research and development of ultra clean and particle-free air Systems,
components and products. Measuring services for ultra clean air systems and
components. Trainings for “how to work and behave” in clean rooms and operation
room units.

products and services in space
• Particle free air filter systems and components
• Clean room engineering and manufacturing
• Air flow measuring services

cleanroom technology Austria gmbh
Straße 10, IZ nÖ Süd
2355 Wiener Neudorf
+43 2236 320053-0
office@cta.at
www.cta.at
Contact: Roman Czech
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creaTIve BITS
creative BITS group (CBG) was founded in 1998. The focus lies on computer
programming and developing software systems in close collaboration with and
especially for first responder organisations with the main focus on disaster control and
emergency management. CBG delivers technologies and solutions with the focus on
applicability in real world scenarios rather than theoretical models only.

technologies and competences
G2Real is a Galileo-based real-time support for security and rescue forces. CBG was
a partner in G2Real. SimRad.NBC is a simulation and information system for the NBC
(nuclear, biological and chemical) disaster protection. SimRad.NBC offers a technology
for the first time that allows effective management of NBC disasters and at the same
time is used for the protection of critical Infrastructure. CBG coordinates SimRad.NBC.

products and services in space
• GPS applications
• Location based services

creative Bits og
Zaunermühlstraße 2, 4050 Traun
+43 676 846024-400
roth@creativeBItS.com
www.creativeBItS.com
Contact: Markus Roth
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croSaT
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Crosat operates its own teleports, based
in Austria and several other countries.

Crosat is an internationally operating company with more than 16 years of experience
in satellite and wireless business. Crosat has established itself in several key areas
in the satellite industry working with leading international clients in areas such as
government, defence and the oil and gas industry. For these, turnkey networks, such
as IP networks involving wireless and satellite networks, and tailor-made hardware
solutions are provided.

technologies and competences
Core competences lie in the virtualisation of satellite network management that
ensures long term computer hardware compatibility, system crash security, system
load balancing, balancing between applications, operating systems and computers,
special configurations enabling maximum data transfer with minimising bandwidth use,
secured remote control and maintenance and worldwide coverage.

products and services in space
• Satellite communication
• Satellite operation

crosat telekommunikation gmbh
Westbahnstraße 33/1/27, 1070 Wien
+43 1 5813261
rudolf.wohlauf@crosat.at
www.crosat.at
Contact: Rudolf Wohlauf
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dTech STeyr
dTech Steyr is a company for computer simulations and high-tech IT services. Our
work is focussed on the areas of finite element and service life calculations, acoustics
calculations, system development, design and optimisation, multi-body simulations as
well as the development of methods and software.

technologies and competences
The main competences are found in finite element simulations in the area of structural
mechanics with specific experience in virtual imaging of GRP and CFRP laminates.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

dtech steyr Dynamics &
technology services gmbh
Steyrerweg 2, 4400 Steyr
+43 7252 51555
gabriele.fischer@dtech-steyr.com
www.dtech-steyr.com
Contact: Gabriele Fischer

Finite element simulations (linear and non-linear)
Engine development – lightweight design
Structural mechanics – dynamics
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI)
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elecTrovac
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
•
•
•
•

Ovens
Electroplating shop
Vacuum ovens
CNC Center

Electrovac produces hermetically sealed housings. These housings are made from special
materials and used in satellite technology, for applications in telecommunications and
the packaging of integrated circuits.

technologies and competences
In the assembly of hermetically sealed housings mainly glass-to-metal-sealing
technologies are used. Further main competences are various surface finishing
technologies.

products and services in space
• Housings for transmitters
• Housings for receivers
• Laser housings

electrovac
Metall- glaseinschmelzungs gmbh
Aufeldgasse 37–39, 3400 Klosterneuburg
+43 2243 450-0
info@electrovac.com
www.electrovac.com
Contact: Christian Bauer
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eNveo

eNvIroNmeNTal earTh
oBServaTIoN
ENVEO is an internationally operating engineering company licensed for services
in meteorology and remote sensing. The main business activities are in the field
of research and development for remote sensing techniques and applications in
climatology, hydrology, meteorology, and natural hazards including transfer from
research to applications and providing consultancy and services tailored to the needs
of customers.

technologies and competences
The core activities of ENVEO include the development of methods and software for
exploitation of optical and radar satellite data, with main applications in the fields
of hydrology including water quality surveys, snow and ice monitoring, land cover
mapping, monitoring of slope stability, production of digital elevation models.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

enVeo environmental
earth observation it gmbh
Technikerstraße 21a, 6020 Innsbruck
+43 512 50748-30
thomas.nagler@enveo.at
www.enveo.at
Contact: Thomas Nagler

Maps of snow and glacier parameters from satellite data
Maps of landslide movement and subsidence from SAR interferometry
Land cover and topography from satellite data for geotechnical planning
Inversion methods for retrieval of land surface parameters from radar sensors
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eovISIoN
eoVision is an SME focusing on services and products based on Earth observation data
and geoinformation. The company’s services cover the full production chain (data search
and order, processing and analysis), and the publication of results by web mapping
services or high-quality printed and digital multimedia products.

technologies and competences
eoVision applies state-of-the-art technologies for processing and analysing Earth
observation data, including pixel based and object based image analysis methods. For
visualisation products, techniques allowing to prepare 2D and 3D products as well as
animations are used. With the interactive globe “Magic Planet” eoVision offers a unique
platform for the presentation of multimedia content.

products and services in space
• Multimedia visualisation based on Earth observation and other geodata for
edutainment/infotainment
• Earth observation data acquisition and analysis, focus on landuse mapping and
cartography
• Systems for integration of Earth observation data and geoinformation
• Earth observation data related geoinformation distribution based on web map services

eoVision gmbh
Franz-Josef-Straße 19, 5020 Salzburg
+43 662 243217
office@eovision.at
www.eovision.at
Contact: Markus Eisl
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eoX
EOX is a young, innovative company, founded in 2008 by people having the strong
will to realise the market perspectives in the field of spatial observation information
technology. The founders are the shareholders and key personnel of EOX. Main
customers are ESA and EU GMES. EOX maintains excellent business relations with R&D,
institutional and commercial stakeholders. EOX doubled its staff and revenues from
2009 to 2011.

technologies and competences
Main activities and competences lie in the areas of networked infrastructure for
harmonised access to data from Earth Observation (EO) satellites, satellite cartography
server technology, land cover monitoring applications and integrated applications
combining remote sensing, satellite navigation, and mobile communication
technologies.

products and services in space
• Open source software (eoxserver.org) providing user-centred EO data view & download
(OGC EO-WCS & EO-WMS server framework integrating MapServer, GDAL, Python &
Django)
• ESA project management in Earth observation
• User services & archive platform-operations for Earth observation

eoX it services gmbh
Thurngasse 8/4, 1090 Wien
+43 664 6207655
gerhard.triebnig@eox.at
www.eox.at
Contact: Gerhard Triebnig
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freQueNTIS
Frequentis is an Austrian company that operates in areas of safety of life related
decision making. While the core business lies in the ATM sector, the company also builds
voice and data communication and information systems for defence, public safety,
public transport and maritime markets.

technologies and competences
Frequentis’ core competences lie in the provision of extremely reliable solutions for
safety critical areas, such as air traffic management, public safety and transport.

products and services in space
• ATN/IPS Air ground router
• Ground segment networking

Frequentis Ag
Innovationsstraße 1, 1100 Wien
+43 1 81150-1425
saadan.ansari@frequentis.com
www.frequentis.com
Contact: Saadan Ansari
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fuchShofer
Our company is specialised in the manufacture of high-precision turned and milled parts
(CNC precision technology). Our main tasks include 2D and 3D machining (3, 4, 5 axis
machining in milling), multi-axis turning machining, grinding and complete processing
of materials of different quality.

technologies and competences
Our strengths include many years of experience with a great variety of material
qualities, such as: stainless steel, case hardened steel and tempered steel; aluminium;
titanium; non-ferrous metals like bronze or brass; plastics. The most recent possibility
in our company is the processing of so-called advanced materials such as ceramics
(e.g. for satellite construction, telescopes), glass (e.g. for the optics industry) and hard
metals (e.g. for various space travel components) on state of the art machining centres.

products and services in space
• Mechanical production of high-precision components for satellites
• Small parts
• Small series

Fuchshofer gmbh
cAM-cnc präzisionstechnik
Haselbach 100, 8552 Eibiswald
+43 3466 47025-0
info@fuchshofer.at
www.fuchshofer.at
Contact: Hannes Fuchshofer
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gcS

gloBal commuNIcaTIoN & ServIceS
gcs was founded mid 1996 with the goal of commercial technology development.
gcs’ vision aims at combining the internet world and (satellite-based) broadcast
and multicast transmission systems. gcs’ mission is to be a reliable partner for
manufacturers, system integrators and service providers to assist them in making
broadband Internet services a commercially viable and consumer friendly solution.

technologies and competences
IP services through Digital Video Broadcast technology is the primary area of gcs’
technology and product development activities. gcs contributed to the specification and
standardisation of new and more efficient encapsulation technologies, such as the ULE
(Unidirectional Link Encapsulation) IETF-RFC and GSE (Generic Stream Encapsulation),
designed for use with DVB-S2 and potentially other DVB second generation delivery
system standards.

products and services in space
• ODG series – IP/DVB encapsulators/modulators, framing of IPv4/v6 packets for
transmission over MPEG-2 TS based systems or DVB-S2 Generic Streams
• BSR series – DVB-S/S2 broadband satellite receivers including IP decapsulation
• DataCast – large-scale satellite-based data dissemination system, currently operational
e.g. for ENVISAT EO data distribution
• QMS – Quality Measurement System providing DVB-S/S2 carrier detection and
transmission quality measurement functions, optionally including IPv4/v6 flow
analysis

gcs
global communication & services gmbh
Jakob-Haringer-Straße 1, 5020 Salzburg
+43 662 450025
office@gcs-salzburg.at
www.gcs-salzburg.at
Contact: Peter Höller
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geomaTIca
GeoMatica is a sole proprietorship that provides consulting in the area of surveying
up to conceptual design, development and the setup of powerful positioning and
navigation systems in combination with satellite-based and terrestrial sensors.

technologies and competences
Special applications such as pedestrian and vehicle navigation for civil and military
purposes are covered as well as complete solutions in agriculture and forestry.
Besides customer-specific software solutions for time and position analyses, electronic
navigation components are planned, manufactured and tested in-house.

products and services in space
• Prototype construction in the GNSS sector
• Application research for satellite navigation
• Consulting for positioning systems

geoMatica – Dipl.-ing. Johannes Vallant
Weiberfelderweg 14G, 8054 Graz
+43 664 5045301
j.vallant@geomatica.at
www.geomatica.at
Contact: Johannes Vallant
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geovIlle
GeoVille is dedicated to providing cutting edge spatial data by extracting information
from satellite imagery meeting exactly our customer’s needs. We have international
project experience in GEODATA project management and consultancy – GIS and image
processing systems, environmental and international development applications and
integration in information systems.

technologies and competences
GeoVille uses cutting edge technologies to provide processing, consultancy,
development and analytical information provision capacities for major governmental,
institutional and commercial organisations. The developed processing chains, high-end
IT infrastructure and services are designed to provide customer-oriented remote sensing
application solutions with an excellent quality/price ratio.

products and services in space
• Satellite data
• Geoinformation products

geoVille gmbh
Sparkassenplatz 2, 6020 Innsbruck
+43 512 56201-0
hoffmann@geoville.com
www.geoville.com
Contact: Christian Hoffmann
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gloBal Tcad
SoluTIoNS
Global TCAD Solutions (GTS) offers an innovative simulation environment for
semiconductor components based on the latest scientific research results. Our
“Technology Computer Aided Design Framework” (TCAD-framework) is used in the
semiconductor industry and by research institutes in order to make successful use of
new technologies and to be the first to put new products in the market, or to optimise
existing designs.

technologies and competences
With the GTS TCAD-framework, we offer simulation solutions for conventional
semiconductor technology (irradiation in CMOS, space applications, wide bandgap
materials), nano-transistors (high-performance logic, ultra-low power applications,
optical devices), reliability analyses (degradation, time-to-failure estimation) and green
technology applications (e.g. power electronics for eMobility and solar cells).

products and services in space
• GTS TCAD-framework

global tcAD solutions gmbh
Graumanngasse 7, Stiege B, 5. Stock
1150 Wien
+43 664 2162901
m.karner@globaltcadsolutions.com
www.globaltcadsolutions.com
Contact: Markus Karner
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grId-IT
Grid-IT is a geo-informatics and remote sensing specialist. The main focus is on remote
sensing data analysis in combination with UAV based data acquisition, development and
application of numerical simulation models and database driven data and information
management. Grid-IT provides technical solutions, consulting and training. Grid-IT is the
Austrian reseller for ERDAS products.

technologies and competences
The main focus of Grid-IT services is on analysis and management of Earth
observation data as well as software development dealing with data management
and numerical simulation models. Change detection, object oriented classification
and photogrammetric analysis are the areas of specialisation in the Earth observation
domain.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

grid-it gesellschaft
für angewandte geoinformatik mbh
Technikerstraße 21a, 6020 Innsbruck
+43 512 5074860
office@grid-it.at
www.grid-it.at
Contact: Hannes Kleindienst

Change detection
Object oriented classification
Software development
ERDAS (reseller in Austria)
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huBer+SuhNer
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
cleanroom for the development and
production of cable assemblies

Huber+Suhner is a global enterprise that was founded in Switzerland 135 years ago with
a great deal of experience in the space and defence sector and specialised knowledge
in joining systems, cables, connectors and antennas under harsh environmental
conditions.

technologies and competences
Huber+Suhner develops and supplies connection solutions for flying and non-flying
satellite systems, therefore also thermal vacuum connectors for test benches and cables
for extreme temperature and pressure conditions.

products and services in space
• Sucoflex HF connecting lines

huber + suhner gmbh
Concorde Business Park 1/B6/103
2320 Schwechat
+43 664 4200130
hannes.duerr@hubersuhner.com
www.hubersuhner.at
Contact: Hannes F. Dürr
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INTaleS
Founded 2004 in Innsbruck by highly experienced engineers from the Austrian and
German aerospace industry, Intales offers the full spectrum of aerospace structural
analyses. In cooperation with the University of Innsbruck and other European research
institutes, we develop advanced strategies, methodologies and software tools for the
use of our international customers.

technologies and competences
With our team consisting of analysis specialists and excellently educated young
engineers, we provide innovative solutions for the analysis of highly loaded and
complex light weight structures. Intales processes extremely large FE models,
e.g. for non-linear analysis, by automation of the complete analysis sequence.
In-house sensitivity and random field analysis tools are available for the optimisation
of structures.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

intales gmbh
Innsbrucker Straße 1, 6161 Natters
+43 512 546111
starmans@intales.com
www.intales.com
Contact: Hermann-Josef Starmans

Structural analysis
Analysis software
Risk based design
Design optimisation
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kurrI
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
examiners for non-destructive testing
nAS310 and en4179 mt3, Pt3, vt3, Pt1
and vt1

Ernst Kurri is an EASA Part21 certified production company with special focus on
welding. Areas of activity include aeronautics, railway technologies and heating
systems.

technologies and competences
Competences lie in the fields of laser beam cutting and bending, CNC, welding,
treatment of surfaces and assembly. EWE is welding supervisor with more than 20 years
experience in aircraft welding and a DVS approved examiner for air and space welders.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

ing. ernst Kurri ges.m.b.h.
fliegergasse 70, 2700 Wiener neustadt
+43 676 4479250
ernst@kurri.com
www.kurri.com
Contact: Ernst Kurri

Gear, landing gear
Engine mount
Controls, crancs, hinges
Tools, tooling stands
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lIQuIfer
The privately owned Liquifer Systems Group was established in 2004 with the
objective of creating a multidisciplinary task force that can take on space systems
design and engineering projects for ESA, the EU and the European space industry. We
combine a wide range of expertise and our profile combines Earth and space R & D and
demonstrates a unique constitution for innovative research and product development.

technologies and competences
Our core competence is systems design. Our expertise comprises future work &
life (Design & Human Factors), robotic design and software used in satellite
communication systems. Through our expertise, we offer the following services:
surveys, studies, concepts, design (phases: A, B, C, D), breadboard, prototype,
management, organisation and proposal writing. We additionally supply and maintain
our products in the software domain.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

liquifer systems group
Obere Donaustraße 97–99/1/62, 1020 Wien
+43 699 10275036
bimhof@liquifer.at
www.liquifer.com
Contact: Barbara Imhof

Systems design and architecture
Human factors
Robotics
GEO-sat based ground infrastructure
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magNa STeyr
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Non-destructive inspection (NDI) tests
Pressure test stand
Kinematic test stand
He leak test
X-ray test

Magna Steyr Business Unit Aerospace is organised in four business sections: launchers,
satellites, aviation and the H2 center of competence. The business unit of the 44
employees is divided mainly into the engineering, manufacturing and quality assurance
departments. This means a project-oriented matrix organisation. The Aerospace
business unit runs in the Magna Steyr engineering division.

technologies and competences
The aerospace main competences are the cryogenic technologies for the liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen propellant feed lines for the European launcher Ariane 5 since 1990.
These technologies are transferred into the automotive and aviation field of business
especially for storage systems. In the satellite equipment section, the main technologies
are thermal protection systems and pyrotechnic hold down and release mechanisms.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

Magna steyr Fahrzeugtechnik Ag & co Kg
Liebenauer Hauptstraße 317, 8041 Graz
+43 316 404-3136
karl.langensteiner@magnasteyr.com
www.space.magnasteyr.com
Contact: Karl Langensteiner

Ariane 5 feed lines
LH2/LHe tanks
Thermal Louvres
Hold down and release mechanism
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orBSPace
Orbspace is a young research and development company and represents a new
generation of aerospace companies. Since its foundation in the year 2006, Orbspace
has been bringing new competences to Austria and tries to position itself in new and
emerging markets such as suborbital space flight. Orbspace has a strong European
network and is part of several national and European research projects.

technologies and competences
Our competences cover three business lines: engineering, aerospace medicine, and
space law. In engineering, our core competences are in propulsion (ignition systems,
ceramic components, numerical flow analysis, propulsion testing), vehicle systems
(conceptual design, combined system and trajectory optimisation, system risk and flight
safety analysis) and EU project management.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

orbspace
frauenkirchner Straße 1, 7141 Podersdorf
+43 2177 21710
aron.lentsch@orbspace.com
www.orbspace.com
Contact: Aron Lentsch

System optimisation and flight safety
Laser ignition
Flight and space medicine
Space law
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PammINger
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• 8 CNC milling machines (working space:
12 x 4.1 x 1.8 metres)
• 3 CNC turning machines for parts of up to
1 metre in diameter and 5 metres length
• 10 welding areas for all welding techniques
• Measurement of elements against
3d models directly on the machine
• Compression test bench

Pamminger is an owner-managed company with a history that goes back 80 years
and has been a supplier to space industry for the past 10 years. Pamminger is EN 9100
certified and specialised in the production and assembly of systems for satellite
transport and assembly systems, assembly devices, test benches and hoisting machines.
Welding assemblies of all types can be manufactured as well.

technologies and competences
Competences include the mechanical machining and measurement of building elements
of up to 12 metres length and 4.1 metres height, final assembly of units of up to 70
tonnes in weight, comprehensive welding equipment and know-how for carbon steel,
fine grained steel, stainless steel and aluminium.

products and services in space
• Production of ground transport systems for satellite assembly
• Production of hoisting machines for satellite assembly
• Production of test benches for space technology

pamminger Maschinenbau ges.m.b.h. &
co Kg
Petzoldstraße 24, 4020 Linz
+43 732 770388
thomas.faltner@pamminger.at
www.pamminger.at
Contact: Thomas Faltner
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PIchler & STroBl
Pichler & Strobl produces mechanical components and assembles for the aerospace
industry, for medical technologies, the semiconductor and racing industry.

technologies and competences
Our competences are found in industrial engineering, milling, turning, drilling, grinding,
part assembling in clean-room quality, digital measuring technology, ultrasonic cleaning,
logistics, support and surface treatment of titanium, steel, stainless steel, aluminium,
plastic and various special materials.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

pichler & strobl gmbh
Landstraße 20, 5102 Anthering
+43 6223 29900
m.schroeger@pichler-strobl.at
www.pichler-strobl.at
Contact: Markus Schröger

Mechanical components for landing gear
Mechanical components for spoilers
Mechanical components for aircraft interiors
Mechanical components for aircraft exteriors
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rISc SofTware
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Access to Austrian and european high
Performance Computing (HPC) and cloud
infrastructure

RISC Software was founded in 1992 as a spin-off of the Johannes Kepler University of
Linz. The core competences, i.e. symbolic calculations, mathematics and IT, are applied
within the context of the competence areas of logistics IT, applied scientific calculations
and medical IT for the development of practical software solutions.

technologies and competences
RISC Software is specialised in the development of individual software solutions and
has a high affinity for mathematics due to its roots in the RISC Institute of the Johannes
Kepler University of Linz. Experience with Satellite Navigation for more than 10 years
and especially the competence in the area of structural analysis and optimisation of
aircraft components has led to projects with the aerospace industry.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

risc software gmbh
Softwarepark 35, 4232 Hagenberg
+43 7236 3343-244
office@risc-software.at
www.risc-software.at
Contact: Wolfgang Freiseisen

Satellite navigation
Analysis and optimisation of aircraft components
Software engineering
High performance-, grid- and cloud computing
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rTBv

SPace TechNology coNSulTaNcy
vIeNNa
RTBV is an engineering office for technical physics that has experts with many years
of experience in system, material, and thermal technology for space application.
Services include consultancy, the transfer and establishment of space technologies for
application by the customer (spin-off activities). Mediation of products and technologies
for space industry and ESA (spin-in activities).

technologies and competences
RTBV has extensive competence in the areas of high-performance and nanomaterials,
carbon fibre reinforced composites, ceramic matrix composites, and coatings.
Competence exists in advanced thermal technology and in high-performance computing
architecture for autonomous systems for space application. For verification and testing
of new products, RTBV cooperates with domestic and international partners from
industry and universities, in particular with AAC GmbH and the Graz University of
Technology.

products and services in space
• Technology consultancy and technology transfer
• Mediation of contacts and networks in materials technology
• Consulting and support in business development with space industry and ESA

space technology consultancy Vienna
engineering office for technical physics
Kroissberggasse 27, 1230 Wien
+43 1 8900625
info@rtbv.at
www.rtbv.at
Contact: Hans Georg Wulz
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ruag SPace
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean rooms class 10,000 and 100,000
Automatic pick and place machine
Automatic solder paste dispensing
Automatic vapour phase soldering
Thermal vacuum chambers
Vibration and shock test system
Conducted EMC test chamber
Automated multilayer insulation lay-up
and cutting machine
• Electrical, mechanical and thermal
analysis and simulation tools
• ASIC and FPGA design tools
• PCB layout system

RUAG Space is the leading space company in Austria and the Austrian branch of the
international space equipment supplier RUAG Space, which was formed by merging the
space activities of RUAG Aerospace in Switzerland with Saab Space in Sweden, Austrian
Aerospace in Austria and Oerlikon Space in Switzerland. RUAG Space is now the largest
independent space equipment supplier in Europe.

technologies and competences
The product portfolio of RUAG Space in Austria focuses on the following areas of
expertise:
• On-board electronics, particularly digital signal processing
• On-board mechanics, particularly pointing and deployment mechanisms
• Thermal hardware, particularly multilayer insulation
• Ground support equipment, particularly containers and trolleys

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

ruAg space gmbh
Stachegasse 16, 1120 Wien
+43 1 80199-5734
max.kowatsch@ruag.com
www.ruag.com/space
Contact: Max Kowatsch

On-board electronics
On-board mechanisms
Thermal hardware
Mechanical ground support equipment
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SchmechTIg

cIvIl TechNIcIaNS for SurveyINg
Schmechtig is a service provider in all areas of geodesy and its interdisciplinary fields.

technologies and competences
We offer high-quality services in all areas of exact positioning and the determination
of three-dimensional coordinates. This applies to both stationary as well as kinematic
applications and solutions. Besides standard solutions, we also use software solutions
that we have adapted ourselves.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

ingenieurbüro schmechtig
Brunnhäuslsiedlung 66
5531 Eben im Pongau
+43 664 4553593
zt@schmechtig.com · www.schmechtig.com
Contact: Oliver Schmechtig

Precise positioning
Precision and reference point networks
Precise navigation services
Hybrid measurement systems
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Secar
Secar is a highly qualified development and production company that focuses on
components made of composite fibre materials. We realise customer-specific carbon
plates, carbon tubes, carbon profiles as well as precision milled parts or alternatively
CNC milled parts and CNC wire erosion work.

technologies and competences
We process composite fibre materials such as carbon fibre, glass fibre and aramid.
In addition, we process all metallic materials as well as thermoplastic materials. All
manufacturing steps from the project planning up to the development and on up to
production are carried out in our company. A special advantage for space travel is the
newly developed technology for manufacturing high-temperature systems.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

secar technologie gmbh
Industriepark 14
8682 Hönigsberg-Mürzzuschlag
+43 3852 5200-15
kh.semlitsch@secar.at
www.secar.at
Contact: Karl-Heinz Semlitsch

GRP profiles
High-temperature systems
GRP stringers for satellites
R&D of high-temperature systems with cork
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SIemeNS SPace
Siemens has been active in Austria for over 130 years and is among the country’s
leading technology companies. Siemens Communications, Media and Technology (CMT)
is the global partner for communication and media demands within a broad range
of market segments (e.g. space). Siemens Space, being part of CMT, offers standard
solutions in the area of EGSE (Electrical Ground Support Equipment), ground segment
systems, carrier monitoring and satellite communication.

technologies and competences
Siemens Space is an expert in the field of RF, power, payload and instrument test system
technologies and RF suitcases. The innovative FPGA-based second level protection
ProUST was recently developed for satellite power tests. In the field of satellite signal
monitoring, we offer our DSP-based product SIECAMS on the global market. In the
ground segment, we offer our SCOS2000-based mission control solutions and test
automation services.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

siemens Ag Austria – communications
Media and technology – space
Siemensstraße 90, 1211 Wien
+43 5 1707-42620
hans.m.steiner@siemens.com
www.siemens.at/space
Contact: Hans Martin Steiner

Electrical ground support equipment and satellite test systems incl. ProUST
Carrier monitoring and interference localisation system SIECAMS
Ground segment systems
Earth observation payload data ground systems
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SISTema
Sistema is a privately-held company focused on the development of new data
processing systems for environmental monitoring based on satellite data. The strict
contact with university and research institutes is the philosophy that Sistema pursues
to ensure the maximum level of knowledge transfer and on-the-edge technology
availability.

technologies and competences
Sistema makes use of satellite data (optical, SAR, passive microwaves), numerical
modelling and in-situ measurements for the monitoring of air quality parameters,
automatic spectral and multi temporal land cover/use classification, forest biomass
monitoring and estimation, landslides and flooding early warning and monitoring, fires
and burned areas detection and accurate on-ground solar irradiance monitoring.

products and services in space
• PM MAPPER: monitoring of air quality parameters from satellite data
• SOIL MAPPER and MEA: automatic spectral and multi temporal land cover/use
classification systems
• SOMAFID: use of satellite data for accurate thermal anomalies identification
• SIMS: solar irradiance mapping using accurate geometric modelling and satellite
observation

sistema gmbh
Währinger Straße 61, 1090 Wien
+43 1 2367289-7403
natali@sistema.at
www.sistema.at
Contact: Stefano Natali
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Tcm INTerNaTIoNal
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Completely equipped measurement
laboratory (length, surface)

TCM supplies mechanical manufacturing processes with all tools from the spindle to
the chips. TCM accompanies the entire manufacturing process (planning, development,
manufacturing, grinding, repair) with a focus on cost savings and productivity increases.

technologies and competences
One of TCM’s special areas is machining high-strength materials in the aerospace
sector. Other areas of focus are productivity increases in manufacturing (costs and
machining time), implementation of product requirements, and the manufacturing and
construction of special tools.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

tcM international
Technologiepark 3, 8510 Stainz
+43 3463 60090-474
kdworak@tcm-international.com
www.tcm-international.com
Contact: Kevin Dworak

Automatic tool dispensing
Tool management
Tool grinding
Tool repair
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TechcomP
TechComp offers consulting and services in mechanical engineering, including structural
simulation, fitness-for-purpose, damage tolerance and structural reliability assessment.
A special focus is on knowledge transfer and industrial implementation of academic
research results.

technologies and competences
TechComp stands for engineering consulting and simulation services beyond the
application of standard methods. The ability to develop novel assessment concepts and
to implement them into custom-tailored software tools, including finite element preand postprocessing, forms the basis for our services.

products and services in space
• Engineering services
• Structural simulation
• Reliability of structures

technical computing – ingenieurbüro für
Maschinenbau Dr. hans-peter gänser
Käserei 2, 8713 St. Stefan ob Leoben
+43 676 5752063
hp.gaenser@techcomp.at
www.techcomp.at
Contact: Hans-Peter Gänser
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TelecoNSulT
auSTrIa
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
GNSS simulation & test tools: GNSS
constellation and signal simulation software
(GIPSIE®), GNSS PVT software (single- and
multiple-frequency), GNSS test range incl.
geodetic referenced antennas

TeleConsult Austria (TCA) was founded in 1999. The major activities of the company
cover the field of precise positioning and reliable navigation, particularly the areas of
software development and the combination of navigation, telecommunication, and
information technologies, and services for applications in the context of transport and
mobility. Main topics of work include algorithms and system design, concepts and data
analysis, mobile computing, and software development.

technologies and competences
The main expertise of TCA is based on numerous successfully completed national and
international research and development projects in the field of positioning, navigation,
and simulation, which generated today’s range of products and services. TCA provides
satellite constellation & signal simulation tools including ionospheric and tropospheric
models, interference analysis tools, single & multiple frequency PVT software
(GPS/EGNOS/Galileo), and sensor fusion for all modes of transport.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

teleconsult Austria gmbh
Schwarzbauerweg 3, 8043 Graz
+43 316 381015-10
juergen.seybold@tca.at
www.tca.at
Contact: Jürgen Seybold

GNSS PVT single/multiple frequency software incl. iono/tropo models
GIPSIE®: GNSS constellation, signal and performance simulator
GEOCorridor®: GNSS based dynamic route monitoring for logistics
MODIS®: GNSS based personal mobility and emergency systems
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TeST-fuchS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Two cleanrooms (ISO-class 7) including
clean benches (ISO-class 3)
• High-precision 3D measurement devices
• Acceptance testing on specially developed,
partly automated test benches

Test-Fuchs Aerospace is a division of Test-Fuchs GmbH, which has been active in the
aerospace sector for the past decades with a focus on test systems. We have been
developing and producing components for space for more than 20 years. A high vertical
range of manufacture offers above-average flexibility and quality in development and
production as well as added safety and on-time delivery due to reduced interfaces.

technologies and competences
We develop and produce components for cryogenic and safety critical applications
for the various environmental conditions of carrier systems and satellites. We are
specialised in electromagnetically controlled regulating valves, pressure regulation
valves, control valves and actuators for costumer specified applications. Our engineering
provides know-how of mechanics, electric & electronics, hydraulics and pneumatics.

products and services in space
• Complex electromagnetic valves for cryogenic applications
• Mono and bi-stable actuators for satellite positioning action
• Research and development of various valves, electric drives, actuators and
coupling systems
• Research and development of safety relief valves, checkvalves, boil off valves,
H2-valves automotive

test-Fuchs gmbh
Test-Fuchs Straße 1–5
3812 groß-Siegharts
+43 2847 9001-0
office@test-fuchs.com
www.test-fuchs.com
Contact: Martin Böhm
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TTTech
comPuTerTechNIk
TTTech is the leading supplier of dependable networking solutions based on time
triggered technology and modular safety platforms. The solutions improve the safety
and reliability of networked electronic systems in the transportation and industrial
segments. Our product portfolio offers best-in-class certifiable products according to
IEC 61508, ISO 26262, EN 13849, DO-254 and DO-178B requirements.

technologies and competences
TTEthernet (SAE AS6802 – Time-Triggered Ethernet) is a scalable, open real-time
Ethernet platform used for safety-related applications primarily in transportation
industries and industrial automation. TTEthernet sets new standards for flexibility,
modularity and scalability in Ethernet-based systems. It is compatible to IEEE 802.3
Ethernet and integrates transparently with Ethernet network components.

products and services in space

tttech computertechnik Ag
Schönbrunner Straße 7, 1040 Wien
+43 1 5853434
products@tttech.com
www.tttech.com
Contact: Stefan Ölzant

TTEthernet
Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP)
Avionics networks
Real-time networks

© Artist’s Concept, Stephan C. Hartman, Lockheed Martin Corporation

•
•
•
•
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umwelTBuNdeSamT
The Umweltbundesamt (Environment Agency Austria) was established in 1985 and
is Austria’s leading organisation of experts for all environmental issues. It provides
expertise on climate, pollutants and resources and undertakes environmental
monitoring, assessment and evaluation. Its experts advise and support public and
private customers as well as institutions of the European Union and EU candidate
countries.

technologies and competences
The focus lies on the development of Earth observation applications in the
environmental domain with special focus on land monitoring applications. This includes
standardised user requirements analysis and feasibility studies for the environmental
application of new sensors and new services. The Umweltbundesamt plays a key part in
national and European GMES (global monitoring and security) projects and relevant user
involvements.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

umweltbundesamt gmbh
Spittelauer Lände 5, 1090 Wien
+43 1 31304
gebhard.banko@umweltbundesamt.at
www.umweltbundesamt.at
Contact: Gebhard Banko

User consultation
Application development environmental domain
Land monitoring using Earth observation-data
Production of CORINE land cover
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umwelTdaTa
Umweltdata is specialised in the procurement, refinement, interpretation and analysis
of remote sensing data. Consulting services are mainly provided in the field of forestry
resources and their sustainable utilisation. The portfolio is completed by satellite
navigation and mobile geodata acquisition. Within the scope of larger projects, we also
supply hardware and software.

technologies and competences
Based on remote sensing and terrestrial surveys, we develop concepts for the
acquisition, mapping, monitoring and modelling of the biological resources in the area
of agriculture, forestry, nature conservation, and water management.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

umweltdata gmbh
Bahnhofplatz 1a, 2340 mödling
+43 676 84333-2222
g.bronner@umweltdata.at
www.umweltdata.at
Contact: Günther Bronner

Geodata
Consulting
Management plans
Hardware and software
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vIa doNau
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
RIS test system that provides all RIS
technologies (AIS, gPS, egnOS, IALA mf
Beacon) used in operations

As the Austrian waterways operator, via donau is also responsible for the expansion and
operation of River Information Services (RIS). GNSS is decisively important for safety
critical and navigation-related services. Here, via donau researches and tests the added
value and possibilities of Galileo and DGNSS.

technologies and competences
via donau is actively involved with GNSS (GPS and Galileo) and DGNSS (EGNOS, IALA MF
Beacon and DGNSS over AIS) and their use in inland navigation.

products and services in space
• Donau River Information Services (DoRIS)
• Automatic Identification System (AIS)

via donau – Österreichische
Wasserstraßen-gesellschaft mbh
donau-city-Straße 1, 1220 Wien
+43 5 04321-1615
juergen.troegl@via-donau.org
www.via-donau.org
Contact: Jürgen Trögl
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weaTherPark
Weatherpark works with wind research and micro-climates, provides consulting
services and prepares studies and expert reports for developers of telescopes, property
developers and city planners. The team of experienced meteorologists and technicians
and the use of the latest methods guarantee the high quality of the consulting services.

technologies and competences
Weatherpark conducts meteorological and climatological measurements in-situ at
ground level. With the help of computational fluid dynamics models, the company
investigates (wind) flows and provides advisory services for the design of buildings,
domes and observation sites.

products and services in space
• Advisory service for the design of telescope domes
• Seeing calculation from turbulence induced by wind and thermodynamics

Weatherpark gmbh – Meteorologische
Forschung und Dienstleistungen
Gardegasse 3/3, 1070 Wien
+43 1 5223729
simon.tschannett@weatherpark.com
www.weatherpark.com
Contact: Simon Tschannett
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X.TeST
x.test is the leading supplier of electronic measurement equipment in the fields of
education, automotive and satellite.

technologies and competences
x.test provides measurement consulting and instruments for satellite microwave and
mm wave, high speed digital and solar power test systems in Austria.

products and services in space
•
•
•
•

x.test gmbh
Amalienstraße 48, 1130 Wien
+43 1 8778171-0
info@xtest.at
www.xtest.at
Contact: Christian Bauer

Microwave and mm wave test & measurement equipment
Solar array simulators
Oscilloscopes & logic analysers for digital test
Test & measurement consulting
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zamg

ceNTral INSTITuTe for
meTeorology aNd geodyNamIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Subterranean measurement stations
for sensor tests
• Magnetic calibration equipment
(coil system) for magnetometers
in planning

Founded in 1851, ZAMG is the state meteorological and geophysical service of Austria.
The Conrad Observatorium of ZAMG is a geophysical measurement station that supplies
Ground Truth values for geophysical parameters. In addition, there is also research
infrastructure for testing and developing sensor technology.

technologies and competences
Competences that are used in the area of space technology are the calculation of
Ground Truth values for magnetic and gravimetric data and the test station for sensor
technology.

products and services in space
• Geomagnetics
• Gravimetry

Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie
und geodynamik
hohe Warte 38, 1190 Wien
+43 1 36026-2507
roman.leonhardt@zamg.ac.at
www.conrad-observatory.at
Contact: Roman Leonhardt
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zoerkler
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
•
•
•
•

Test bench for gear boxes
3D CNC measurement test bench
CNC cog measurement centre
Air conditioned measurement chambers
3-cAd, cAm

Zoerkler is specialised in the quick and flexible development, production and testing of
gear boxes and transmission systems, gears, bevel gears, high quality machine actuators
and precision parts. Our competences and short delivery times are in demand both for
prototypes and serial production. Zoerkler gears stands for highest precision, quality
and overall performance as well as further development.

technologies and competences
Zoerkler covers the entire range of production processes, namely CNC turning, CNC
milling, grinding, dynamic balancing, superfinish etc. Consulting and the realisation
of new projects combined with a high level of expertise in engineering are core
competences.

products and services in space
• Development of gear boxes
• Development of actuators
• Development of mechanical components

Zoerkler gears gmbh & co Kg
friedrich Zoerkler Straße 1, 7093 Jois
+43 2160 20400
office@zoerkler.at
www.zoerkler.at
Contact: Bernhard Wagner
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aPPlIed reSearch:
SPacecrafT
carinthian tech Research
tu graz – communication networks and
Satellite communications
TU Vienna – Atomic and Subatomic Physics
tu vienna – mechanics and mechatronics
tu vienna – Sensor and Actuator Systems
university of Applied Sciences Wiener neustadt

spAce
reseArch
reseArch
topics

aPPlIed reSearch: lauNcher
aNd maNNed flIghT
carinthian tech Research
tu vienna – construction Science and technical Logistics
tu vienna – mechanics and mechatronics
tu vienna – Sensor and Actuator Systems

aPPlIed reSearch: grouNd
SegmeNT
Austrian Academy of Sciences – Space Research Institute
carinthian tech Research
Joanneum Research – Space technology and Acoustics
tu graz – communication networks and
Satellite communications
tu vienna – geodesy and geophysics
tu vienna – Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
uni vienna – Astrophysics

aPPlIed reSearch:
INSTrumeNTS aNd PayloadS
Austrian Academy of Sciences – Space Research Institute
Joanneum Research – Space technology and Acoustics
tu graz – experimental Physics
TU Vienna – Atomic and Subatomic Physics
uni graz – geophysics, Astrophysics and meteorology
uni vienna – Astrophysics

aPPlIed reSearch:
SaTellITe-BaSed ServIceS
Austrian Academy of Sciences – Space Research Institute
BOKu – Surveying, Remote Sensing and Land Information
Joanneum Research – Remote Sensing and geoinformation
Joanneum Research – Space technology and Acoustics
Research Studios Austria iSPAce
Salzburg Research
tu graz – communication networks and
Satellite communications
tu graz – navigation
tu graz – Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry
tu vienna – geodesy and geophysics
tu vienna – Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
Uni Graz – Wegener Center for Climate and Global Change
Uni Salzburg – Geoinformatics Z_GIS
uni vienna – meteorology and geophysics

BaSIc reSearch for SPace
TechNology
Austrian Academy of Sciences – Space Research Institute
carinthian tech Research
tu graz – communication networks and
Satellite communications
TU Vienna – Atomic and Subatomic Physics
tu vienna – mechanics and mechatronics
uni vienna – Astrophysics

mIcrogravITy
Joanneum Research – Space technology and Acoustics
tu vienna – construction Science and technical Logistics

SImulaTIoN
Joanneum Research – Space technology and Acoustics
tu graz – communication networks and
Satellite communications
tu vienna – geodesy and geophysics
tu vienna – mechanics and mechatronics
uni graz – geophysics, Astrophysics and meteorology
uni vienna – Astrophysics
university of Applied Sciences Wiener neustadt

oTher eXPerImeNTal
reSearch
BOKu – Surveying, Remote Sensing and Land Information
carinthian tech Research
ofi – Austrian Research Institute for chemistry and technology
tu graz – experimental Physics
TU Vienna – Atomic and Subatomic Physics
tu vienna – Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
Uni Innsbruck – Ion Physics and Applied Physics
Uni Salzburg – Geoinformatics Z_GIS

eXPloraTIoN
Austrian Academy of Sciences – Space Research Institute
Joanneum Research – Remote Sensing and geoinformation
tu vienna – construction Science and technical Logistics
tu vienna – Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing

ABBreViAtions
BOKu
university of natural Resources
and Life Sciences vienna
tu graz
graz university of technology
tu vienna
vienna university of technology
uni graz
university of graz
Uni Innsbruck University of Innsbruck
Uni Salzburg
University of Salzburg
uni vienna
university of vienna
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auSTrIaN academy
of ScIeNceS
SPace reSearch INSTITuTe
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
for manufacturing and testing, IWf operates
five thermal vacuum chambers of different
sizes, a magnetometer temperature test
facility, a clean room, and other test facilities.

The Institute for Space Research (IWF) focuses on the exploration of the solar system,
including near-Earth space, and satellite geodesy. It develops and builds space-qualified
instruments. Data returned by these instruments are scientifically analysed and
interpreted. IWF concentrates on space missions dedicated to plasma physics, to the
interaction between solar system bodies and the solar wind, and on the Earth’s gravity
field.

technologies and competences
In instrument development, the focus is on building magnetometers, on antenna
calibration, and satellite laser ranging. Presently, the institute is involved in 14
international space missions, flown or being built by ESA, NASA, or other national space
agencies. The missions cover the Earth’s gravity field, fleets of satellites in near-Earth
space, observation of the Sun, exploration of planets (Saturn, Venus, Mercury), and
comets.

research topics in space

Austrian Academy of sciences
space research institute
Schmiedlstraße 6, 8042 graz
+43 316 4120-501
baumjohann@oeaw.ac.at
www.iwf.oeaw.ac.at
Contact: Wolfgang Baumjohann

© ESA-AOES Medialab

• Instrument development
• Scientific analysis

© ESA

•

research
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carINThIaN
Tech reSearch
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
•
•
•
•

Laser laboratory
Electronics laboratory
Mechanics laboratory
Chemistry laboratory

As a non-university, industry-oriented research centre, Carinthian Tech Research (CTR)
is a competent partner for sensor technology nationally and internationally. CTR stepped
into a new level of worldwide technology with the development of the monolithic
HiPoLas® laser technology for the ignition of engines and combustion engines.

technologies and competences
HiPoLas® Ignition Laser – Miniaturised monolithic lasers withstand vibrations and
provide advantages in ignition energy and electromagnetic interference compared
to electrical ignition systems. The possibility to place ignition sparks into combustion
chambers offer new potentials for turbines and thrusters. Optical, Magnetical and
Acoustical Micro-Electrical-Mechanical-Systems, developed by CTR, offer new
possibilities for miniaturised sensor systems, like mobileFT-IR or multispectral imaging
systems.

research topics in space
• Laser ignition of rocket engines

carinthian tech research Ag
Europastraße 4/1
9524 Villach/ St.Magdalen
+43 4242 56300
simon.grasser@ctr.at
www.ctr.at
Contact: Simon Grasser
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graz uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe for eXPerImeNTal
PhySIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Optical laboratory with all the associated
equipment for the development and
characterisation of laser sources (diode
lasers), as well as equipment for the
characterisation of low-noise amplifiers
and low-noise laser power sources, as well
as generators and spectrum analysers for
measurements in the ghz range.

Research is currently being conducted at the Institute for Experimental Physics in the
areas of spectroscopy and quantum optics as well as molecular physics.

technologies and competences
A sub-research field of quantum optics is the study of coherent effects in the optical
stimulation of atoms with laser light. This results in the development of optical, pumped
magnetometers with applications in space technology (instruments and payloads).
Competences are found in the development of laser sources, fibre-optical systems and
microwave technology in connection with the modulation of lasers.

research topics in space
• Optically pumped, scalar magnetometer based on a quantum interference effect

graz university of technology –
institute for experimental physics
Petersgasse 16, 8010 graz
+43 316 873-8141
roland.lammegger@tugraz.at
http://portal.tugraz.at
Contact: Roland Lammegger
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graz uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of commuNIcaTIoN
NeTworkS aNd SaTellITe
commuNIcaTIoNS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Fixed and transportable satellite ground
stations for Ku-Band (10–14 GHz)
• 2 tracking ground stations for LEO
satellites (1 GENSO-compatible)
• Satellite and ground station simulator
• Time and frequency laboratory with
caesium clock
• 1 fixed and 1 transportable satellite
station for two-way satellite time transfer
• Clean rooms (class 10.000 and 100.000)
• Simulation test-bed for satcom baseband
systems

graz university of technology –
institute of communication networks
and satellite communications
Inffeldgasse 12, 8010 graz
+43 316 873-7440
koudelka@tugraz.at
www.iks.tugraz.at
Contact: Otto Koudelka

The institute (IKS) is specialised in advanced communications techniques for reliable
satellite communications systems. An extensive infrastructure of satellite ground
stations and simulation facilities allows the verification in a realistic environment.
IKS is member of the Network of Excellence in Satellite Communications SATNEX.
IKS is responsible for the first Austrian nanosatellite TUGSAT-1/BRITE-Austria.

technologies and competences
IKS focuses on the design, development, test and operation of nanosatellites.
Efficient transmission schemes for robust satellite communications (modulation,
synchronisation and error correction coding) are investigated and reliable, delay
tolerant communications protocols for satcom systems studied.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

Satellite communications
Nanosatellite development
Advanced modulation, synchronisation, forward error correcting coding
Space and ground segment systems
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graz uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of NavIgaTIoN
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
A highly accurate Inertial measurement unit
(IMU) which can be used as a sensor in
multi-sensor environments. In addition, the
existing Imu provides a way to verify cheaper
and smaller sensors (MEMS etc.)
for their quality.

Teaching and research focuses on the complete aspect of navigation, which means that
the thematic work goes beyond the determination of positions and trajectories, and
also covers the sub-aspects of route planning and guidance. As far as Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) are concerned, the Institute of Navigation was involved in
research and development from the very beginning.

technologies and competences
Regarding trajectory determination, the current topics mainly cover multi-sensor
systems, i.e. the sensor fusion of GNSS, INS, etc. and Kalman filtering. Another research
area is the determination of the Earth’s gravitational field with the necessity of the
provision of geoid heights with high accuracy for local to regional applications.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

graz university of technology –
institute of navigation
Steyrergasse 30, 8010 graz
+43 316 873-6831
wieser@geomatics.tu-graz.ac.at
www.inas.tugraz.at
Contact: Manfred Wieser

GNSS applications (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo)
Precise Point Positioning (PPP)
Sensor integration of GNSS and INS
Earth gravity field determination
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graz uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of remoTe SeNSINg
aNd PhoTogrammeTry

The institute covers a wide range of expertise in the field of remote sensing and
photogrammetry. This includes terrestrial, airborne and space borne remotely sensed
data. Major applications are forest monitoring, mountain cartography, hazard mapping,
monitoring of glaciers and rock glaciers. Another field of expertise is according to the
documentation of cultural heritage.

technologies and competences
Competences include terrestrial and airborne laserscanning, photogrammetry,
satellite remote sensing, processing and analyses of all kind of remote sensing data,
3D visualisation of results derived from remote sensing, Web – GIS, GIS – Modelling and
semantic data models.

research topics in space
• Forest inventory statistics and forest maps
• Documentation of historical buildings
• Time series of glacier and block glacier movements

graz university of technology –
institute of remote sensing
and photogrammetry
Steyrergasse 30, 8010 graz
+43 316 873-6331
mathias.schardt@tugraz.at
www.geoimaging.tugraz.at
Contact: Mathias Schardt
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joaNNeum reSearch
dIgITal – reSearch grouP
for remoTe SeNSINg aNd
geoINformaTIoN
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Airborne remote sensing platform

The Research Group for Remote Sensing and Geoinformation of Joanneum Research has
broad experience in the analyses of data from remote sensing and terrestrial monitoring
systems. The range extends from optical data through to laser scanner and SAR data.
Solutions are offered for monitoring applications and supporting remote sensing
companies by developing processing lines for the measurement of environmental
parameters.

technologies and competences
This research group studies geometric image processing (geocoding, 3D information
from stereo and SAR interferometry, image matching), close range photogrammetry
(tunnel inspection, space robotics), environmental monitoring (forest monitoring,
land use/cover mapping, ice monitoring, GIS-based decision support systems), mobile
vision and multi-sensor navigation (mobile assistive services; solutions for disaster
management, human factors).

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

Joanneum research Forschungsgesmbh
DigitAl – research group for
remote sensing and geoinformation
Steyrergasse 17, 8010 graz
+43 316 876-1754
mathias.schardt@joanneum.at
www.joanneum.at/digital/fer
Contact: Mathias Schardt

Forest monitoring and mapping (regional – global)
Multi-sensor based mobile services (tourism, advertisement, disaster management)
Processing lines for image pre-processing
Tunnel inspection, industrial inspection robotics
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joaNNeum reSearch
dIgITal – reSearch grouP for
SPace TechNology aNd acouSTIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Fixed and transportable satellite
ground stations for Ku-, Ka- and
Q/V-band (10–50 GHz)
• Satellite beacon receiver infrastructure
(up to 40 GHz)
• Satellite navigation receiver test-bed
• Satellite channel emulator
• Vibration test equipment
• Thermal chamber
• Vacuum chamber
• Laminar flow box for space hardware
development and test

The Space Technology and Acoustics Research Group of the Institute of Information
and Communication Technologies (DIGITAL) of Joanneum Research has more than 30
years of experience in advanced satellite communications and navigation, microwave
propagation and the development of space-qualified hard-and software. Developed
systems for network integration, disaster management, search & rescue, tele-education
and tele-medicine are validated in field trials.

technologies and competences
Competences lie in the areas of satellite communications systems and networks, ground
station development, advanced modulation, coding and multiple access techniques,
microwave propagation and interference modelling, measurements and studies, satellite
navigation receiver architectures, software-defined radio, radio signal monitoring and
flight hard- and software development and testing.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

Joanneum research Forschungsgesmbh
DigitAl – research group for space
technology and Acoustics
Steyrergasse 17, 8010 graz
+43 316 876-1602
otto.koudelka@joanneum.at
www.joanneum.at/digital/spa
Contact: Otto Koudelka

Software-defined radio platform
Microwave propagation and fade mitigation techniques
Satellite communications and navigation for disaster management
Microgravity experiments
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ofI

auSTrIaN reSearch INSTITuTe
for chemISTry aNd TechNology
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Plastic/ material analytical chemistry

ofi, i.e. the “Austrian Research Institute for Chemistry and Technology”, has supported
numerous primarily small and medium-size companies as well as global companies
since 1946. It is one of the largest test and research institutes in Austria (accredited test
and inspection centre, as well as accredited product certification centre).

technologies and competences
ofi helps its customers to find the right glue and the necessary surface treatment for
their projects, and carries out mechanical and physical/chemical analyses of the specific
demands made of those products that were selected together. In the case of a defective
glued connection, ofi will find the cause of the failure.

research topics in space
• Plastic/material analytical chemistry

ofi – Austrian research institute
for chemistry and technology
viktor Kaplan Straße 2, Bauteil c
2700 Wiener neustadt
+43 1 7981601-501
gerald.wagner@ofi.at
www.ofi.at
Contact: Gerald Wagner
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reSearch
STudIoS auSTrIa
STudIo ISPace

The research studio iSPACE is one of five research studios of Research Studios Austria.
It develops solutions based on advanced methods of geoinformatics which are meant
to safeguard citizens and infrastructure against any sort of natural or humanly caused
hazards. Similar to the “onPlanning” division, the main focus is on the development of
analytic strategies for decision support.

technologies and competences
iSPACE works in applied geoinformatics applied to security research and risk
management. iSPACE offers its competences to be applied to the energy and
infrastructure industry, traffic and logistics, urban and regional planning, risk and
emergency management as well as public services.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

research studios Austria Forschungsgesellschaft mbh – studio ispAce
Leopoldskronstraße 30, 5020 Salzburg
+43 662 908585-216
thomas.blaschke@sbg.ac.at
http://ispace.researchstudio.at
Contact: Thomas Blaschke

LIVE Geography software framework integrating GNSS positioning
Organising Earth observation data in distributed (geo-) information infrastructures
Designing and leveraging semantically enriched discovery-portals
Near real-time ambient-sensor integration in GIS
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SalzBurg reSearch
As a research and technology organisation, Salzburg Research specialises in applied
research and development in the field of information and communication technologies
(ICT) and new media. Regional as well as national and international business partners
benefit from the high-quality expertise our team of interdisciplinary and globally
renowned experts has to offer.

technologies and competences
The MOWI (mobile and web-based information systems) research department focuses
on location-based information systems that provide and optimise the mobility of users
in their everyday life. MOWI designs, develops and evaluates location-based services
and technologies for spatio-temporal data analyses. The research department CLL
(Computational Logistics Lab) works on the development of sophisticated planning and
optimisation procedures for complex logistical tasks, such as vehicle routing for waste
disposal or for service technicians.

research topics in space
• LBS software

salzburg research Forschungsgesmbh
Jakob Haringer Straße 5, 5020 Salzburg
+43 662 2288-200
siegfried.reich@salzburgresearch.at
www.salzburgresearch.at
Contact: Siegfried Reich
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uNIverSITy of
aPPlIed ScIeNceS
wIeNer NeuSTadT
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Electric propulsion laboratory: 3 large
(about 3 cubicmeter each) vacuum
chambers, thermal vacuum chamber,
plasma diagnositc facilities, µn thrust
balance, secondary electron microscope
• Chemical propulsion laboratory: thrust test
stand, thrust balance (100mN–10N range),
propellant characterization facility
• Gas storage laboratory: Test facilities for
high pressure gas storage of helium and
hydrogen

The University of Applied Sciences Wiener Neustadt GmbH (FHWN) is the largest
University of Applied Sciences campus in Austria (3000 students). Major fields of
studies include microsystems technology, bioengineering, electrical engineering,
mechatronics and information technology. Together with its research cooperation FOTEC
GmbH, the university has conducted a large number or space related research projects
and developments.

technologies and competences
Development of in-space propulsion system in the low (1 N) to ultra low thrust (50 nN)
range. FOTEC and FHWN are the worldwide unique producers of LMIS charge balance
devices for satellite applications (MMS, Cluster I, II etc.) and Field Emission Electric
Propulsion systems. Development of low toxicity propellants for replacement of
hydrazine (www.grasp-fp7.eu).

research topics in space
• Engineering, manufacturing and test of charge balance devices
(see e.g. recent MMS mission)
• Development and test of low-toxicity propellants (green propellants)
• Engineering, manufacturing and test of gas storage devices (hydrogen and helium)

Fachhochschule Wiener neustadt für
Wirtschaft u. technik gesmbh/ Fotec gmbh
Johannes Gutenberg Straße 3,
2700 Wiener neustadt
+43 2622 89084-235
carsten.scharlemann@fhwn.ac.at
www.fhwn.ac.at
Contact: Carsten Scharlemann
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uNIverSITy of graz
INSTITuTe for geoPhySIcS,
aSTroPhySIcS aNd meTeorology
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Kanzelhöhe Observatory for solar and
environmental research

The Institute for Geophysics, Astrophysics and Meteorology (IGAM) of the University of
Graz focuses on a) solar physics research, including the physics of the space weather at
the Earth, and b) modern satellite-based methods for remote sensing of the atmosphere
and the climate system. IGAM operates the Kanzelhöhe Observatory for Solar and
Environmental Research (KSO, www.kso.ac.at).

technologies and competences
Main areas of research are solar physics, space physics, space weather, exoplanets and
climate and environmental physics. Solar and environmental observations are carried
out by the Kanzelhöhe Observatory.

research topics in space
• Space physics
• Earth observation from space

university of graz – institute for
geophysics, Astrophysics and Meteorology
Universitätsplatz 5, 8010 Graz
+43 316 380-5255
igam.mail@uni-graz.at
www.uni-graz.at/igam
Contact: Astrid Veronig
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uNIverSITy of graz
wegeNer ceNTer for clImaTe aNd
gloBal chaNge
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
eumetcASt satellite data reception

The Wegener Center for Climate and Global Change is an interdisciplinary,
internationally oriented research centre of the University of Graz, which combines the
competences of the University in the research areas of “Climate, Environmental, and
Global Change”. The Earth observation research group investigates modern satellite
based methods for remote sensing of the atmosphere and the climate system.

technologies and competences
The center conducts research in remote sensing by occultation methods (like GNSS radio
occultation and LEO-LEO occultation) and other coherent signal and spectroradiometric
methods (infrared and microwave). Main aim is to conceive and advance methods
and algorithms for weather and climate. Research includes topics such as atmospheric
change, climate modelling, climate change detection and attribution, integrated climate
analysis.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

university of graz – Wegener center
for climate and global change
Brandhofgasse 5, 8010 Graz
+43 316 380-8430
wegcenter@uni-graz.at
www.wegcenter.at
Contact: Gottfried Kirchengast

New Earth observation methods
New satellite data processing algorithms
Earth observation software systems
Cal/val and climate data services
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uNIverSITy
of INNSBruck

INSTITuTe for IoN PhySIcS aNd
aPPlIed PhySIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Optical and mass spectrometry and ultra high
vacuum

Basic phenomena of atomic, molecular and plasma physics are investigated at the
institute. The application-oriented perspectives of the branches mentioned above led
to the spin-off of 10 high-tech companies in Tyrol by members and former students of
this research area up to now. More than 700 jobs have been created by these companies
that decisively enable physicists to practice their profession in Tyrol.

technologies and competences
The research of the institute covers bio-, nano- and cluster-, environmental-, plasmaand energy physics, computational and food chemistry, thin films- and high frequency
technology and signal processing. Basic research is performed theoretically and
experimentally in the field of attosecond physics, elementary molecular and atomic
processes, gas analysis, mass spectrometry, plasma simulations and nuclear fusion.

research topics in space
• Atmospheric chemistry
• Astrochemistry

university of innsbruck – institute
for ion physics and Applied physics
Technikerstraße 25, 6020 Innsbruck
+43 512 507-6243
paul.scheier@uibk.ac.at
www.uibk.ac.at/ionen-angewandte-physik
Contact: Paul Scheier
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uNIverSITy of
NaTural reSourceS &
lIfe ScIeNceS vIeNNa
INSTITuTe of SurveyINg, remoTe
SeNSINg aNd laNd INformaTIoN
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
ASD field spectrometer (ASD full range),
total stations gPS soft-copy stations and
photogrammetric equipment, laboratories
for image processing

The institute focuses on applied remote sensing and GIS technologies related to
agriculture, forestry and environment, such as land use mapping, forest monitoring,
vegetation phenology and ecological interpretation. It has large expertise in quantitative
Earth observation modelling and in geo information systems. Further activities include
automatic knowledge-based satellite image analysis and GPS surveying techniques.

technologies and competences
The institute has a strong expertise in the following fields: (i) Radiative transfer modelling
for the retrieval of vegetation biophysical variables (direct & inverse modelling; object
based approaches), (ii) Assimilation of Earth observation data into process-driven
dynamic process models for the simulation of energy and water exchange between land
and atmosphere, and (iii) Mapping of past and actual land cover/land use.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

university of natural resources and life
sciences Vienna – institute of surveying,
remote sensing and land information
Peter Jordan-Straße 82, 1190 Wien
+43 1 47654-5101
clement.atzberger@boku.ac.at
www.rali.boku.ac.at/ivfl.html
Contact: Clement Atzberger

Drought monitoring and irrigation management
Mapping of vegetation biophysical variables
Land use /land cover mapping and change detection
Detection of vegetation anomalies
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uNIverSITy
of SalzBurg

ceNTre for geoINformaTIcS z_gIS
The Centre for Geoinformatics (Z_GIS), an interdisciplinary centre established at
Paris-Lodron University Salzburg, is fostering new technologies for spatial decision
support and policy implementation and thereby contributes to more effectively
visualising, understanding, managing and communicating policy-relevant information in
a spatially explicit manner.

technologies and competences
Z_GIS focuses on interoperable GIS usage, spatial modelling, satellite remote sensing,
digital cartography and GI-based communication. We develop user-oriented workflows
and tools for policy-relevant, conditioned geo-information delivery. A specific focus is
the integration of existing geo-spatial data and up-to-date satellite-derived information,
as Z_GIS being a Centre of Excellence for object-based image analysis (OBIA).

products and services in space
• Research topics: disaster risk reduction, environmental integrity, human security,
climate change adaptation
• Research for GMES service development and validation of information products
• Automated information extraction from Earth observation data
• Integrated workflows – from raw data to dissemination of conditioned information

university of salzburg
centre for geoinformatics ( Z_gis )
Schillerstraße 30, 5020 Salzburg
+43 662 8044-5210
stefan.lang@sbg.ac.at
www.zgis.at
Contact: Stefan Lang
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uNIverSITy
of vIeNNa

deParTmeNT of aSTroPhySIcS
The Department of Astrophysics concentrates its activities on basic research in
astrophysics. Several groups make use of astrophysical data observed by various
satellites (e.g., from ESA or NASA). Apart from pure research, members of the institute
participate as consortium members in ongoing or planned astrophysical space
observatories, often by being involved in work packages for relevant instrumentation.

technologies and competences
The Department of Astrophysics supports and participates in international
instrumentation projects for astrophysical research in space. The principal focus is on
the development of data reduction pipelines, onboard software development for data
processing, and onboard computer systems.

research topics in space
• Onboard data processing software
• Data processing pipeline, ground segment

university of Vienna –
Department of Astrophysics
türkenschanzstraße 17, 1180 Wien
+43 1 4277-53814
head.astro@univie.ac.at
http://astro.univie.ac.at
Contact: Manuel Güdel
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uNIverSITy
of vIeNNa

deParTmeNT of meTeorology
aNd geoPhySIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Instruments for Ground Truth observation

The Department of Meteorology and Geophysics works with the application of
meteorological satellite data for determination of the condition of the atmosphere and
on the ground.

technologies and competences
Competences lie in the evaluation of vertical temperature profiles of the atmosphere,
radiative temperature of the Earth’s surface and microwave technology for precipitation
estimates.

research topics in space
• QMS – Quality Measurement System allows the measurement of the IP payload of a
IP/DVB carrier on a IP flow basis directly from the satellite

university of Vienna – Department
of Meteorology and geophysics
Althanstraße 14, 1090 Wien
+43 1 4277-53701
reinhold.steinacker@univie.ac.at
http://img.univie.ac.at
Contact: Reinhold Steinacker
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vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe for coNSTrucTIoN
ScIeNce aNd TechNIcal logISTIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
Laboratories with equipment for movement
analysis (videometry, dynamometer, EMG)
and functional electro-stimulation. the device
developed at the institute, which is intended
to be used as a training and diagnostics
device in zero gravity, can also be used as a
terrestrial test unit.

The Machine Elements and Rehabilitation Technology research area deals with
biomechanical questions in the area of rehabilitation, among other things.

technologies and competences
In the “Multifunctional Dynamometer for Application in Space” (MDS) project, a
multifunctional training device was developed to counteract the effects of muscle and
bone atrophy as it occurs under micro-gravitation conditions.

research topics in space
• Muscle and bone preservation in zero gravity

Vienna university of technology –
institute for construction science
and technical logistics
getreidemarkt 6, 1060 Wien
+43 1 58801-30620
thomas.angeli@tuwien.ac.at
www.ikl.tuwien.ac.at/mel
Contact: Thomas Angeli
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vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe for PhoTogrammeTry
aNd remoTe SeNSINg
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
IT infrastructure capable of processing large
Earth observation data sets. It currently
has two virtual networks, a data server of
200 terabytes, and 12 PCs optimised for
large-scale processing. Processing is mostly
done with in-house developed sensor-specific
software.

The Institute of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (IPF) of the Vienna University of
Technology belongs to the Faculty for Mathematics and Geoinformation and conducts
research and education in the fields of photogrammetry and remote sensing. The
institute was founded in 1964 and currently has a staff of about 50 people, of which
about 35 are funded through research and development projects.

technologies and competences
The IPF has two research groups dealing with 1) photogrammetry and laser scanning,
and 2) physical and applied remote sensing. Currently, the two most successful research
activities centre along the use of radar remote sensing and laser scanning for the
derivation of geophysical parameters, incl. soil moisture, water bodies, terrain height,
and biomass.

research topics in space
• Soil moisture and freeze/thaw from METOP ASCAT and ERS SCAT
• Soil moisture and water bodies from ENVISAT ASAR and Sentinel-1
• Lidar waveform modelling

Vienna university of technology –
institute for photogrammetry and
remote sensing
gusshausstraße 27–29, 1040 Wien
+43 1 58801-12201
ww@ipf.tuwien.ac.at
www.ipf.tuwien.ac.at
Contact: Wolfgang Wagner
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Other experimental Research

research

Development

production

•
•

vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe for SeNSor aNd
acTuaTor SySTemS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• Clean room for the fabrication of microand nanomachined devices and systems
(i.e. wet and dry etching techniques,
deposition of thin films (PVD, CVD)
packaging of devices and systems, etc.)
• Specific measurement equipment
(e.g. thermal conductivity, electrical
properties up to 300° C and 700° C)
• Laser Doppler vibrometer
• Scanning electron microscopy plus further
equipment for material characterization
purposes

The Institute of Sensor and Actuator Systems is grouped in three research departments:
Industrial Sensor Systems, Applied Electronic Materials and Microsystems Technology.
Since Prof. Schmid, Head of Institute, was with the research labs of EADS (European
Aeronautic Defense and Space Company) near Munich for several years, there is a
strong focus on micro-and nanomachined devices and systems for airborne and space
applications.

technologies and competences
Long-term expertise in the design, realisation, characterisation and evaluation of
micro- and nanomachined devices and systems (i.e. MOSFETS, ring oscillators in 6H-SiC,
RF-MEMS switches, high temperature pressure sensor for operating temperatures up to
700°C, resonators based on piezoelectric aluminium nitride). Energy harvesting devices
for the realisation of self-sustaining sensor nodes.

research topics in space
• Micro-and nanomachined devices and systems for space (i.e. sensors, actuators)
• Energy harvesting devices for space

Vienna university of technology –
institute for sensor and Actuator systems
floragasse 7, 1040 Wien
+43 1 58801-36689
schmid@isas.tuwien.ac.at
www.ifwt.tuwien.ac.at
Contact: Ulrich Schmid
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production

vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of aTomIc aNd
SuBaTomIc PhySIcS

The institute comprises several central units, particularly reactor operation and radiation
protection, and 6 research areas: applied quantum-, atomic physics and quantum optics,
nuclear physics and nuclear particle physics, neutron and quantum physics, radiation
physics as well as low temperature physics and superconductivity. We offer a large
number of lectures and lab courses in the above research areas.

technologies and competences
Our emphasis in space technology lays in the development and testing of dosimetric
systems.

research topics in space
• Dosimetry
• Material sciences

Vienna university of technology –
institute of Atomic and subatomic physics
Stadionallee 2, 1020 Wien
+43 1 58801-1410
kpoljanc@ati.ac.at
www.ati.ac.at
Contact: Karin Poljanc
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research institute

production

•

vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of geodeSy aNd
geoPhySIcS
space related test benches,
laboratories, etc.
• 6 multi-frequency tracking GNSS receivers,
among them 3 capable of tracking Galileo
satellites
• 1 permanent GNSS site
• Various SW for scientific GNSS data
processing
• SW for GNSS signal quality control
• SW for satellite orbit determination
at the cm level
• VLBI processing software
• Ray tracing SW

The research group “Advanced Geodesy” is divided in 3 sub-sections, namely Satellite
Geodesy (GNSS, Navigation), Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), and Interactions
in System Earth. Atmosphere monitoring by GNSS and VLBI is a major scientific field.
The research unit is active in global and regional GNSS services (IGS, EPN) as well as a
partner of industry, e.g. in joint research and development of RTK GNSS networks.

technologies and competences
The Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics (Research Group Advanced Geodesy) is
experienced in software development in the fields of satellite geodesy, VLBI and ground
based atmosphere monitoring. In detail, data processing and simulation software for
satellite orbit determination, troposphere and ionosphere modelling (including ray
tracing) as well as monitoring of crustal deformation is available.

research topics in space
•
•
•
•

Vienna university of technology –
institute of geodesy and geophysics
gusshausstraße 27–29, 1040 Wien
+43 1 58801-12865
robert.weber@tuwien.ac.at
http://mars.hg.tuwien.ac.at
Contact: Robert Weber

GNSS reference station networks
Satellite orbit determination
Space and ground based atmospheric monitoring
Earth rotation
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research

Development

production

•
•

•
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vIeNNa uNIverSITy
of TechNology
INSTITuTe of mechaNIcS aNd
mechaTroNIcS

The institute is divided into workgroups for technical dynamics and vehicle dynamics,
solid body mechanics, measurement engineering and actuating elements, and control
systems as well as process automation. Special attention is paid to the modelling and
simulation of malleable and rigid bodies.

technologies and competences
Modelling and simulation of wired satellite systems, determination of the stability of a
space elevator and control of the extension and retraction procedure of wired satellites
are in the foreground of the institute’s space activities.

research topics in space
• Simulation of wired satellites
• Stability calculation of a space elevator
• Control of the extension and retraction procedure

Vienna university of technology –
institute of Mechanics and Mechatronics
Wiedner hauptstraße 8–10, 1040 Wien
+43 1 58801-32501
alois.steindl@tuwien.ac.at
www.mec.tuwien.ac.at
Contact: Alois Steindl
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TU Graz – Navigation
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TU Graz – Navigation
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